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1. INTRODUCTION 
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The variation - of - constants formula is a very convenient starting point for the derivation of many 
results in the local stability and bifurcation theory of ordinary and partial differential equations. This 
statement is equally valid for retarded functional differential equations, but here the variation - of -
constants formula shows a peculiar feature. Indeed, in the book of HALE [6] we find that the formula 
involves the so-called fundamental matrix solution X which is, by definition, the solution correspond-
ing to the special discontinuous initial condition X(t) = 0 for t < 0 and X(O) = I (the identity 
matrix) and which, therefore, does not "live" in the state space C. As a consequence one has to inter-
pret the convolution integral which figures in the variation - of - constants formula as a family 
(parametrized by the independent variable of the functions in C ) of integrals in Euclidean space. 
Thus the formula becomes symbolic rather than functional analytic (it does not fit into the standard 
semigroup framework). 
The difficulty resolves to some extent if one embeds C into the product space Mp = Rn XLP (see, 
for instance, KAPPEL and ScHAPPACHER [8] ). The fundamental matrix solution is well-defined in the 
Mp context and so is the convolution integral which maps C into C (here we identify C with its 
embedding into MP ). Actually the fact that the variation - of - constants formula makes sense in Mp 
is the main motivation for introducing this space (see DELFOUR and MANITIUS [2] and the references 
given there). 
Another class of equations for which the variation - of - constants formula is not directly available 
comes up in population biology. If one considers age-dependent population growth models with possi-
bly nonlinear birth terms the stability and bifurcation theory is troubled by annoying technical 
difficulties, as one may notice by reading the work of GURTIN and MAcCAMY [5], PRU B [11] and 
WEBB [13]. There is, actually, much more similarity with the case of delay equations than appears 
from these works. The solution which has the (Dirac) measure concentrated at age zero as initial con-
dition is well-defined and plays exactly the same role as the fundamental solution for delay equations. 
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Again the trouble is that this specially important initial condition does not exist in the conventional 
state space L 1 (IR + ). An identical picture emerges : even though the integrand in the convolution term 
of the variation - of - constants formula does not live in the state space X but in some larger space 
the convolution integral itself defines an element of X. 
This observation triggered Ph. Clement, M. Gyllenberg, H.J.A.M. Heijmans, H.R. Thieme and 
myself to investigate the phenomenon from a functional analytic point of view. Motivated by the 
duality between the Kolmogorov forward and backward formulations of linear age dependent popula-
tion dynamics we studied the existing theory of dual semigroups on (non-reflexive) Banach spaces. We 
found that within this framework one can give a very natural generalization of the notion of a 
bounded perturbation of the generator and that this leads to a new version of the variation - of - con-
stants formula. In sections 2 and 3 I will give a summary of the preprint [I]. In section 4 I show that 
delay equations fit into the framework. It will appear that one can "construct" the space M 00 starting 
from C and the very simple semigroup generated by x = 0 considered as a delay equation, that it is 
natural to embed C into M 00 , and that one has to interpret the convolution integral in a weak * 
sense. Thus we arrive at a functional analytic underpinning of the standard variation - of - constants 
formula for delay equations. 
There is yet another way in which the basic difficulty manifests itself in both delay equations and 
age dependent population growth equations. The domain of the semigroup generator involves much 
more than just a smoothness condition. In fact for delay equations all information about the particu-
lar equation is contained in the domain, whereas the action of the generator does not depend on the 
equation at all. This aspect of the problem will be explained as well. The domain of the weak * gen-
erator on M 00 is independent of the particular equation and involves a smoothness condition only. 
When taking the restriction to C we have to restrict the range of the generator and this causes a shift 
of information from action to domain. 
The problems motivating [I] are identical to some of the problems motivating recent work by 
DESCH and SCHAPPACHER (see [3] and the references given there), but the solution we propose is 
different (although there are some common characteristics). 
2. DUAL SEMIGROUPS 
Let { T(t)} be a strongly continuous semigroup of bounded linear operators on a Banach space X and 
let A denote its generator. The adjoint operators T* (t) form a semigroup on the dual space X*. The 
semigroup { T* (t)} is weak * continuous. But if we equip X* with the usual norm topology { T* (t)} 
need not be strongly continuous (unless X is reflexive). The operator A• , the adjoint of A , is the 
weak* generator of {T*(t)} but need not be densely defined. 
In their classic treatise HILLE and PHILLIPS [7] showed that the dialogue of a space and a semi-
group demands a duality theory which is made to measure. We need a special star, called sun and 
represented by the symbol 0. Let 
x 0 = {x· EX*llimllT*(t)x* -x*ll = o}. (2.1) 
t!O 
Then x 0 is the maximal invariant subspace on which {T*(t)} is strongly continuous, x 0 is norm 
closed and x 0 = D(A*). Let {T8 (t)} denote the strongly continuous semigroup on x 0 which is 
obtained by restriction of { T* (t)} and let A 0 denote its generator. Then A 0 is the part of A* in x0 , 
i.e. the largest restriction of A* with both domain and range in A 0 . 
Repeating the same procedure we obtain a weak * continuous semigroup {T8 *(t)} on x0 • , the 
dual space of x 0 , with weak * generator A 8 *. Let 
X88 = {x 8 *EX8 *1limllT8 *(t)x 8 *-x8 *11 = o}. (2.2) 
t!O 
A straightforward reinterpretation of the duality pairing between elements of X and x
0 yields a 
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natural embedding of X into X 8 * and henceforth we identify X and this embedding into x 0 •. Then 
x becomes a subspace of x0 0 . 
DEFINITION : X is called 0-rejfexive with respect to A ijJ X = X88 . 
A slightly more careful formulation is obtained if we first equip X with the equivalent norm 
II x II'= sup{l<x,x 8 >1: x 8 EX8 ,II x 8 11:s;;;;;I}. 
But if { T(t)} is a contraction semigroup, which it is in our application to delay equations, the two 
norms are actually the same. 
It is known that X is 0-reflexive with respect to A iff (;\I -A )- 1 is x 0 -weakly compact. Moreover, 
X is 0-reflexive with respect to A iff x0 is 0-reflexive with respect to A 0 . 
3. PERTURBATION THEORY 
Let {T0(t)} be a strongly continuous semigroup on X generated by Ao and assume that X is 0-
reflexive with respect to A 0 • We want to gerturb the generator Ao by a linear operator B, where Bis 
bounded as an operator from X into X · *. To this end we consider the variation - of - constants 
equation 
I 
T(t)x = T 0(t)x + J T~* (t-T) B T(T)xdT 
0 
Here the integral has to be understood in the weak * sense, i.e. 
I I 
<jT~*(t-T) B T(T)xdT, x 8 >: = J <BT(T)x, T~(t-T)x 8 >dT 
0 0 
(3.1) 
for arbitrary x 0 EX8 • So in principle the integral takes values in x0 • but one can show that in fact 
it takes values in the closed subspace x00 = X. Within this setting the standard contraction argu-
ments apply and one infers that (3.1) admits a unique solution {T(t)}. By duality and restriction we 
obtain semigroups { T* (t)} , { r 0 (t)} and { T 8 * (t)} on, respectively X*, x0 and x0 ·, since it can be 
shown that the spaces of strong continuity do not depend on B ! Similarly the domains of the weak * 
generators on the "big" spaces X* and x0 • are independent of B. 
THEOREM. The operator Ax = A~*x +Bx with D(A) = {xED(A~*): A~*x +Bx EX} is the gen-
erator of a strongly continuous semigroup {T(t)} on X and the variation - of - constants formula (3.1) 
holds. 
Next assume that the operator B has finite dimensional range. So let there be given 
rP*, ... , r;f* EX8 * and rj, ... , r~ EX* such that 
- n • 0• Bx - L<r; , x>r; . (3.2) 
i=l 
Let Q denote a n X n-matrix-valued function with entries 
I 
qij(t) = <r; , J T~* (T)rJ* dT > (3.3) 
0 
A simple estimate shows that Q is Lipschitz continuous. As a consequence we have a representation 
of the form 
I 
Q(t) = f K(T)dT (3.4) 
0 
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where the entries kij of K belong to L 00 • By a roundabout way we thus gave a meaning to 
<r;, T~* (t)rJ* > , though as a function of t and not pointwise in t ! 
Define the n-vector y(t) by 
y;(t) = <ri , T(t)x> (3.5) 
where T(t)x is the solution of (3.1). Equation (3.1) and a little technical calculation (to avoid 
undefined expressions) imply that y satisfies the renewal equation 
y=h+K*y 
where the n-vector valued forcing function h is given by 
h;(t) = <r; , T 0(t)x > 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
and K * y denotes the convolution product of K and y. Conversely, given any solution y of (3.6) with 
h of the form (3.7) we can recover T(t)x from 
n t 
T(t)x = T0(t)x + ~ J T~* (t-T)rj>*yj(T)dT (3.8) 
j=IO 
It appears that solving (3.1) is reduced to solving (3.6). 
Let B* : x 0 ~x· denote the (restriction of) the adjoint of B. The semigroup {T8 (t)} satisfies the 
"adjoint" variation - of - constants equation 
So if 
t 
T 8 (t)x 8 = T~ (t)x 8 + f TO(t - T)B* T8 (T)x 8 dT. 
0 
n 
B• 0 - ~ *< 0 0•> x - .&.,.r; x , r; 
i=l 
then the n-vector valued function z defined by 
Z;(t) = < r 0 (t)x 0 ' rP* > 
satisfies the "adjoint" renewal equation 
z = g + KT*Z 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
where KT denotes the transpose of K (if the entries are complex we have to take complex conjugates 
as well) and the forcing function· g is defined by 
g;(t) = < T~ (t)x 0 , rP* > (3.13) 
Again one can recover the full semigroup from a knowledge of z only. 
The symmetry of the present framework can be expressed in a diagram : 
x-----...x· 
B I l B* 
-----x0 
where horizontal arrows indicate going over to the dual space (taking adjoints) and vertical arrows 
indicate taking restrictions to the maximal space of strong continuity. When X is not 0-reflexive with 
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re~ect to A0 this symmetry is disturbed. Nevertheless similar results hold. A canonical embedding of 
X · 0 into X** seems to play a leading part, but it is not yet precisely clear how the most elegant and 
efficient argumentation proceeds, so we refrain from further discussion here. 
4. RETARDED FUNCTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Lett be a given n Xn-real-matrix-valued function of bounded variation such that t(O) = 0 for O~O 
and t(O) = t(l) for O;;;;.I. Here and in the following we assume that all bounded variation functions 
are normalized such that they are right continuous on (0, 1 ), zero on ( - oo, O] and constant on [I, oo ). 
We consider the linear retarded functional differential equation 
I 
X(t) = f dt(T)X(t-T) 
0 
with initial condition 
x(O) = q,(O) , -1 ~O~O , 
where cpEX = C [[-1,0] ; Rn J. The semigroup {T,(t)} on X is defined by 
(T,(t)cp)(O) = X1(0 ; cp) 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
where x(t; cp) denotes the unique solution of (4.1) - (4.2) and, as usual, x 1(0, cp) = x(t + O; cp). The 
action of T,(t) is built from two constituents : translation and a rule for extension. An easy proto-
type is obtained by making the rule for extension as simple as possible, that is by taking t-O. So let 
us take as the unperturbed problem the equation x = 0 considered as a delay equation. The semi-
group 
{
q,(O+t) , O+t~O 
(To(t)cp)(O) = q,(O) ' 0+1;;;.o 
on X is generated by 
Aoc/> = cp' , D(Ao) = {c/>EC 1 : cp'(O) = O} 
Let X* be represented by NBV ([O, l] ; Rn) with the pairing 
I 
<j, cp> = f dj(T)q,{-T) 
0 
Then 
(TQ(t)j)(o) = j(o+t), o>O, 
and 
Aof = f' D(Ao) = {f: f~AC 'fENBV}' 
where AC abbreviates "absolutely continuous". Hence 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
t 
x 0 = D(Ao) = AC = Rn E!MCo = {f: j(t) = c + f g(T)dT' gELJ, supp g C[O, 1]}(4.8) 
0 
It is sometimes convenient to work with the couple (c, g) to represent f This amounts to representing 
x 0 by RnXLi. where L 1 = {gEL 1 (R+) : suppge[O, l]}, with norm ll(c, g)ll=lcl+llgllL,· In 
these coordinates we have 
T/P (t)(c,g) ~ [c + lg(<)tfr, g(t + ·)] (4.9) 
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Ag> (c,g) = (g(O),g'), D(Ag> ) = {(c,g) : gEAC} (4.10) 
Next we take the representation X 8 * = M 00 = ~n XL 00 ([ -1,0] ; ~n) with norm 
ll(a,<j>)ll = sup{lal, ll<t>llL®} and pairing 
I 
<(c,g), (a,<j>)> =ea+ J g(T)<j>(-T)dT. 
0 
It follows that rg>· (t) is the shift of the a-extended <I> : 
{
<l>(t+O) , t+Oo;;;;O 
rg>• (t) (a,<j>) = (a,<1>1) where <1>1(8) = a , t+O>O 
and 
Ag>* (a,<j>) = (0,<j>') , D(Ag>*) = { (a,<j>) : <j>ELip(a)} 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
where Lip(a) denotes the class of elements of L 00 which contain a Lipschitz continuous function 
which assumes the value a at(} = 0. Finally, 
X 88 = D(Ag>*> = {(a,<j>) : <j>EC(a)} (4.13) 
where C(a) denotes the class of elements of L 00 which contain a continuous function which assumes 
the value a at 8 = 0. The embedding of X into x0 • is described by }<I> = (<l>(O), ~),where~ denotes 
the L 00 equivalence class to which <I> belongs. Clearly j(X) = x00 . We conclude that X is 0-
refl.exive with respect to A 0 , a fact which can also be deduced from the compactness of (AI - A 0)- 1• 
So far we have used the semigroup {T0(t)} to construct a dual space x0 • = M 00 in which X = C 
lies embedded. Next we are going to perturb the generator by changing the rule for the extension of 
the function. The space C is too small to describe this perturbation but the space M 00 is large enough. 
Define B: c~M 00 by 
Bq, = ( <K ' <1>> ' 0) (4.14) 
Clearly the results of section 3 apply. In particular the theorem implies that for given K we have a 
semigroup {T(t)} generated by the operator A with domain 
D(A) = {<j>ELip: <j>'EC(<K, <I>>)} = {<j>EC1 : <j>'(O) = <K, <t>>} 
and action Aq, = <j>'. It is well-known that the same operator A generates the semigroup {Tt(t)} 
introduced at the beginning of section 4 and consequently the semigroups are really the same. We 
prefer to give another more direct proof of this fact which does not require any knowledge about the 
generator of {Tt(t)}. 
The element r; is the i-th row of K and rP* = (ei,O), where ei denotes the i-th unit column vector 
in ~n. It is convenient to combine these into matrices r* = Kand r 8 * = (/,0) . Then 
T6>*(t)r 8 * =(I, H(t+·)I),, 
where H denotes the Heaviside function. Substituting this into (3.8) we find 
max{0,1+8} 
(T(t)<l>)(O) = (To(t)<j>)(O) + j y(T)dT 
0 
So if we define for t ;;a.O 
x(t;<j>) = (T(t)<l>)(O) 
I 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
then x(t;<j>) = <l>(O)+ jy(T)dT from which it follows that y(t) = x(t;<j>) and, moreover, (4.16) then 
0 
implies that for t + O;;a.O 
t+O 
(T(t)'/>)(O) = 4>(0) + J y(r)dr = x(t +O;q,). 
0 
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(4.18) 
It remains to calculate the kernel Kand the forcing function h in the renewal equation (3.6) for y. 
From (4.15) we deduce that 
t J Tff* (r)r 8 * dr = (t + ·)+ I 
0 
where (O)+ : = max{O,O}. Hence 
t t 
M(t) = <K, (t + -)+I> = J dt{r)(t - r) = Jt<o)do 
0 0 
from which it follows that 
K(t) = K(t). 
Finally 
I 
h(t) = <r* , T0(t)4>> = J dt(r)'i>(t - r) + K(t)'i>(O). 
Now observe that one may start from (4.1) - (4.2) and manipulate as follows : 
t I 
x(t) = f dt( r)x(t - r) + f dt{ r)'i>{t - r) 
0 t 
t I 
= J dt(r) x (t - r)dr + K(t)'i>(O) + J dK(T)'/>(t - r) 
0 t 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
(4.21) 
(4.22) 
to obtain exactly the same renewal equation for x = y. Once more we attain to the conclusion that 
our semigroup is the solution semigroup corresponding to the problem ( 4.1) - ( 4.2). 
In conclusion of this section I show how the present approach yields rather directly a suitable 
interpretation of the dual semigroup. The action of r 8 * corresponds to taking the limit from above in 
zero. So (3.13) implies that for t>O 
g(t) = (Tff (t)f) (O+) = f(t +) = f(t) (4.23) 
or, in other words, the forcing function in the renewal equation and the state in our dynamical frame-
work are one and the same thing ! According to (3.9) and (3.11) we have 
t 
(T8 (t)j)(o) = f(t + o) + J KT(t - r + o)z(T)dT. (4.24) 
0 
On the other hand we may start from' the renewal equation z = f + KT *Z and define a semigroup 
{ S(t)} by requiring that 
Z1 = S(t)J + KT *Z1 , (4.25) 
that is , S(t)f is the new forcing function in the renewal equation for the translated function z1• A 
straightforward computation shows that T 8 (t) = S(t). Note, finally, that the renewal equation 
z = f + KT *Z is obtained from the delay equation .i(t) = <KT , z1 > by integrating the renewal 
equation for .i. 
Further comments on duality for delay equations may be found in [2,4] and the references given 
there. 
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The present note concentrates on linear equations. It should be clear, however, that one can deal in a 
similar spirit with Lipschitz continuous operators from X into x0 • and that results on linearized sta-
bility, the center manifold etc. can be proved in the standard manner. Nonlinear retarded functional 
differential equations are semilinear in the sense of section 3 ! 
A minor but curious point is that the duality framework shows so easily that even differential-
difference equations such as x(t) = x(t - ~) admit well-defined solutions when the initial function 
is given as an element of M 00 only. 
Equations with infinite delay don't require the full machinery of the non-0-refiexive case simply 
because X is again invariant under the perturbed semigroup. As yet I have made no attempt to ele-
borate the details. Recently NAITO [10] and MURAKAMI [9] have employed the second dual of X and 
the weak* integral to define the variation - of - constants formula for equations with infinite delay. 
My unfamiliarity with neutral equations keeps me from investigating whether or not the present 
framework has anything to offer for those and I welcome any aficionado who is willing to do so. 
In the recent paper [12] and in work in progress VERDUYN LUNEL studies the renewal equations 
(3.6) and (3.12) using the Laplace transform and complex function theory as his main tools. As corol-
laries he obtains strong results concerning the existence or non-existence of solutions which vanish 
identically after a given finite time and concerning the characterization of ~ the closure of the linear 
span of all eigenfunctions. 
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